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3 MustHave
Marketing Tools

Consumers can use a variety of money-Consumers can use a variety of money-

saving tips to cut down on costs whensaving tips to cut down on costs when

eating out. Options for saving moneyeating out. Options for saving money

include buying discounted gift cards,include buying discounted gift cards,

dining out for lunch instead of dinnerdining out for lunch instead of dinner

and sharing large-portioned meals.and sharing large-portioned meals.

The amount of money spent byThe amount of money spent by

consumers on dining out is consideredconsumers on dining out is considered

an important an important consumer spendingconsumer spending

indicator of the health of the economy.indicator of the health of the economy.

However, the cost associated with restaurant dining continues to climb, making dining out aHowever, the cost associated with restaurant dining continues to climb, making dining out a

rare luxury for some. Eating out is expensive, especially for larger families, and is sometimesrare luxury for some. Eating out is expensive, especially for larger families, and is sometimes

difficult to fit into a difficult to fit into a budgetbudget. Consumers can utilize a number of techniques to increase their. Consumers can utilize a number of techniques to increase their

time spent dining out without drastically increasing overall spending.time spent dining out without drastically increasing overall spending.

BE AWARE OF WEEKLY SPECIALSBE AWARE OF WEEKLY SPECIALS
Many customers are unaware of, or do not regularly make use of, various weekly specials thatMany customers are unaware of, or do not regularly make use of, various weekly specials that

the majority of restaurants offer. This is a costly error. the majority of restaurants offer. This is a costly error. CustomersCustomers should ask their servers should ask their servers

what specials are available. Specials are often offered at a significant discount or are doled outwhat specials are available. Specials are often offered at a significant discount or are doled out

in large enough portions to satisfy more than one member of a dining party. Keeping a list ofin large enough portions to satisfy more than one member of a dining party. Keeping a list of

deals that are offered by frequented restaurants and then consulting the list when decidingdeals that are offered by frequented restaurants and then consulting the list when deciding

whether or not to dine out is a good habit to develop.whether or not to dine out is a good habit to develop.

USE ONLINE BOOKINGUSE ONLINE BOOKING
A number of booking agents, such as OpenTable, are available on the Internet. This site offersA number of booking agents, such as OpenTable, are available on the Internet. This site offers

customers a "thank you" check or a rebate for making a reservation. Online booking agentscustomers a "thank you" check or a rebate for making a reservation. Online booking agents

also offer special promotions that allow customers to earn rewards more quickly when theyalso offer special promotions that allow customers to earn rewards more quickly when they

dine at slower times.dine at slower times.

USE GIFT CARD WEBSITESUSE GIFT CARD WEBSITES
Restaurant.com allows individuals to purchase gift cards that are valid at more than 18,000Restaurant.com allows individuals to purchase gift cards that are valid at more than 18,000

restaurants throughout the United States. These gift cards can often be purchased for penniesrestaurants throughout the United States. These gift cards can often be purchased for pennies

on the dollar. For example, an individual may have the option to pay $10 for aon the dollar. For example, an individual may have the option to pay $10 for a
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Restaurant.com gift card that is worth $25.Restaurant.com gift card that is worth $25.

USE DISCOUNT BOOKSUSE DISCOUNT BOOKS
Many students sell discount books filled withMany students sell discount books filled with

restaurant coupons as part of school fundraisers,restaurant coupons as part of school fundraisers,

but these books can also be found online. Thebut these books can also be found online. The

money spent on such books can often be earnedmoney spent on such books can often be earned

back after just one or two uses. Discounts offeredback after just one or two uses. Discounts offered

typically range in value from 10 to 25% off thetypically range in value from 10 to 25% off the

price of a meal to a free meal equal to or less thanprice of a meal to a free meal equal to or less than

the price of a purchased meal. Some couponsthe price of a purchased meal. Some coupons

offer a free appetizer or dessert.offer a free appetizer or dessert.

USE GROUPONUSE GROUPON
GrouponGroupon is an excellent source for finding restaurant deals in specific areas. It is a unique is an excellent source for finding restaurant deals in specific areas. It is a unique

type of coupon website that offers special deals to consumers. The discounts can betype of coupon website that offers special deals to consumers. The discounts can be

substantial —sometimes 50 to 75% off of a final bill. However, the deal can only be utilized ifsubstantial —sometimes 50 to 75% off of a final bill. However, the deal can only be utilized if

a specified number of individuals sign up. Groupons, or group coupons, are favored by manya specified number of individuals sign up. Groupons, or group coupons, are favored by many

restaurants because they guarantee that larger groups of customers will be dining in theirrestaurants because they guarantee that larger groups of customers will be dining in their

establishments. Groupons are often circulated via email and on social media sites, such asestablishments. Groupons are often circulated via email and on social media sites, such as

Facebook. They are also available at Groupon.com.Facebook. They are also available at Groupon.com.

DINE OUT FOR LUNCH RATHER THAN DINNERDINE OUT FOR LUNCH RATHER THAN DINNER
It’s common knowledge that lunch meals are generally less expensive than dinner meals atIt’s common knowledge that lunch meals are generally less expensive than dinner meals at

most dining establishments. Thus, eating out during lunch hours instead of dinner hours ismost dining establishments. Thus, eating out during lunch hours instead of dinner hours is

another way to cut costs. Ordering from the lunch menu during dinner hours is another trickanother way to cut costs. Ordering from the lunch menu during dinner hours is another trick

to utilize if the restaurant allows the option.to utilize if the restaurant allows the option.

SHARE LARGE-PORTIONED MEALSSHARE LARGE-PORTIONED MEALS
Some restaurants are known for family-style or large-portioned meals. Customers looking toSome restaurants are known for family-style or large-portioned meals. Customers looking to

cut back when dining out can opt to share these large-portioned meals. Ordering one dinnercut back when dining out can opt to share these large-portioned meals. Ordering one dinner

meal to be shared between two people, or two dinners to be shared among four people, canmeal to be shared between two people, or two dinners to be shared among four people, can

save you a substantial sum of money.save you a substantial sum of money.

Learn to trade, practice for free with OANDALearn to trade, practice for free with OANDA

Open a free practice account with $100,000 of virtual money. Open a free practice account with $100,000 of virtual money. Register today!Register today! Leveraged Leveraged

trading is high risk. Losses can exceed investment. trading is high risk. Losses can exceed investment. 

SAVINGSSAVINGS

6 Millionaire Traits That You Can Adopt6 Millionaire Traits That You Can Adopt
Millionaires have more in common than just their bank accounts. TheyMillionaires have more in common than just their bank accounts. They
share certain qualities that help them make it to the top.share certain qualities that help them make it to the top.
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The 6 Best Cities to Open a Restaurant in the USThe 6 Best Cities to Open a Restaurant in the US
Understand what a restaurant owner should consider when thinking about starting a restaurant. LearnUnderstand what a restaurant owner should consider when thinking about starting a restaurant. Learn
about the top six U.S. cities to start a restaurant.about the top six U.S. cities to start a restaurant.
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